
First thing today, is maths!

Yesterday, we used our maths knowledge to make 2D and 3D shapes. Today, we are going to help the shape
inspector out. Let’s see how we can help!

Fill out the table below.

You might be able to find something in your house to help you.

There is a super challenge below too.

Happy shape inspecting!

Hi there! How are you today?

I loved seeing the shapes you
made out of the things you

found in your garden or house
yesterday.

I hope you enjoy your learning
and have a lovely day today.

Let’s get to it!

My boss has asked me to inspect a selection of
shapes. Once I inspect a shape, I have to fill out

the table of it’s properties.

Can you fill this in for me?

Thank you guys!

Vertice-where two sides of a shape meet ( a corner)



Shape inspection form

Picture Shape name Picture of the item I found of that shape in
my house

Vertices Sides



Our next lesson is phonics

I was looking through old photos and letters at the weekend and found this post card my friend sent
to me when she was on holiday a few years ago.

I noticed a lot of split digraphs..... how many can you find?

Email me to tell me for 2 dojos.

Super challenge

2 dojos for each answer you email me!



Now, on to writing...

Today, we are going to be writing book reviews!

I have been reading a lot recently and thinking about the books I might read in future. To decide
what books to read, I ask my friends and family for recommendations and read book reviews online.

A book review tells someone what the book is about and what you liked or disliked about it.

You are going to write a review of a book you read recently. This might be a book from school, your
favourite book, or a book you read over half term.

Try and answer some of these questions in your review.

You can present your writing however you like, but it must be in your best Kinetic Letters so people can
read it easily. Below is an example of how you might set out your book review, but get creative!

5 dojos for every fab book review I see!

Who is the author?

What is the title?

What is the story about?

Who were the main characters?

What did you like about the book? What did you dislike?

What was your favourite part of the book?



Our last lesson is geography

We are going to be doing some investigating as you are all such super geographers!

Geography is not just about the outside world, it is also about the things in our own homes. So, today
we are going to be having a little look in our kitchens.

The other day, when I was making a cake I was reading the back of the flour packet and noticed that
it was made in UK. So it got me thinking, where does the food in my kitchen come from?

I decided to do a little bit of investigating!

Have a look at a few of the things I found in my kitchen below...





It seems that the foods in my kitchen come from many different places around the world.

Now it’s your turn...

Ask your adult if you can look at the food in your kitchen cupboards.

Have a look on the back of the packets of food. Can you find out where 5 foods come from?

I am so interested to see what is in your kitchen, and where the food comes from. To show me, can
you draw a picture of 5 of the items you look at, and write the country it is from. I wonder how many

different places we can find.

Please email me a picture of your work, I will even give you 3 dojos!

Challenge

What food is made furthest away from you?

What food is made closest to you?

As a geographer, how would you go about finding this out?



What a great day of learning! Well done Year 2!

I absolutely love seeing all the pictures you have been sending me of your work, it’s fantastic to see
you doing so much fantastic learning at home.

Remember, if you have any problems you can email me on our year 2 email address. Remember to
work on your challenges, get a bit of fresh air and read today. I am going to do a yoga video on

YouTube to relax today. What exercise will you choose?

Have a lovely day!

Miss Pylypiak-Clancy



Maths answers


